Jessica Cole Training Stables: GRACE NOTES
Grace Notes
(Sandhill Spinnaker X Show Tunes)
Purebred Mare of 2003
15 hands
Nominated for AHA Sweepstakes
Grace Notes has a very tight pedigree featuring extraordinary older Egyptian / foundation
domestic cross bloodlines that virtually cannot be found anywhere anymore. This pedigree
is dominant for low-set hocks, extraordinarily strong hindquarters, incredibly long and
well-sloped shoulders, and authentic true desert type, as well as incredible courage and
heart. You can count on this mare to give you all those qualities and the exceptional
athletic ability that they imply.
She is already the dam of two extraordinary champion fillies by Afire Bey V. So far she has
proven to be a very easy breeder and has produced only grey fillies. You can breed her
almost any way you want and be guaranteed something unique, competitive in any show
ring, and with a look that hearkens back to the true Arabian horse of the desert.
(Pedigree and complete breeding background below.)

Afirey Grace
(Afire Bey V X Grace Notes)
2008 Mare
AHA Sweepstakes
https://vimeo.com/142206657

Grace Slick
(Afire Bey V X Grace Notes)
2010 Mare
AHA Sweepstakes
https://vimeo.com/196211853
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GRACE NOTES
Grey Mare
Foaled 5/15/03
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Grace Notes Breeding Background
Several prominent breeders have commented on what a wonderful mare Grace Note s is, and
indeed, I agree. She has a distinctly "old desert" look that she comes by quite honestly and some
really fabulous structure, including a deep hip and really low set hocks like you almost can't find
anywhere anymore. Because so many people wanted to know more about her, here it goes:
She is sixth generation Cole family breeding, which means she goes back to my mom's foundation
mare, Spruce Nabu, 4 times. And here's how that all happened and how the Cole family ever came to
own and breed Arabian horses:
When I went off to nursery school, my best friend was Annaliese Heber, the daughter of Rick and
Ann Heber, owners of the Ranchara farm and importers of *Tuhotmos, *Farazdac, and *Moatasim
from Egypt. These three stallions were quite a bit different from modern day Egyptian Arabians and
all also quite different from each other, but all three beautiful (*Farazdac and *Tuhotmos to an
unearthly degree), and all three powerful, huge movers. *Moatasim brought in a reliably passed
correctness of structure that complimented the ethereal beauty of the other two stallions quite
well.
Not surprisingly, my friendship with Annaliese resulted in a friendship between our parents, as
they were always driving us here and there so that we could play together. Both our dads were UW
professors and both our moms were also very smart, educated, business-minded women, so there

was much in common. My mom had grown up wanting a horse, but had never been able to have
one. One night after dinner together at the Hebers, Rick suggested that they go out to the barn and
ride his personal riding mare Bu, who was Spruce Nabu, a daughter of National Top Ten Halter and
Park Habu (owned by the famous Cedardell Farm), and a 50 mile endurance race winner herself.
My mom was in love! Little Spruce Nabu was so light, responsive, pretty, quick, and athletic! Before
long, my parents owned her, and they would breed to the Heber's stallions each year, producing
one nice foal after another, having a lot of fun, and selling occasionally for a small profit. I'll also add
that the Hebers were WONDERFUL mentors, always helping whenever anything came up and doing
their very best to educate us to see and appreciate not just beauty, but correct structure.
So these were the horses I grew up with and learned to train on--Egyptian/Domestic crosses that
were very pretty, very sound, always athletic at something, and always willing to train up and learn
even if their trainer was learning as she went too. You could count on them to have that dry desert
look, the high tail carriage, the low hocks, and the brain that wanted to do something with you. We
had numerous winners in Halter, English, Western, Dressage, and Endurance coming out of this
program and reliably--there never were any throwaways or culls--not one.
Fast forward to about 15 years ago. My parents had retired from breeding and gave me the last
breedable mare from their program, Show Tunes. She was sired by Sandhill Spinnaker (A
*Tuhotmos/*Farazdac/*Moatasim/Spruce Nabu cross with a lot of size and motion and a great set
to his neck) and out of a rare Handeyraff daughter.
Show Tunes had shown successfully in English and Park and was the biggest trotting mare we'd
ever had on the farm--really special. I was so eager to get a foal out of her and booked her to the
reigning National Champion English Junior Horse, Hucks Heritage V (Huckleberry Bey x Heritage
Montoya), thinking I'd get something really special. Two years went by and Show Tunes refused to
get in foal, and money poured out the door for vet and semen shipment costs.
Eventually the stallion owners returned my stud fee, because I wasn't the only person having
trouble. At that point, I was relieved and figured that it must have all been the stallion. Then I
booked her to Afire Bey V and tried another season by shipped semen--still no pregnancy. Then I
shipped her out to the Sheas so she could be bred with fresh semen right at the farm. They took
great care of her and tried their best, but still no pregnancy, I still remember the feeling of despair I
got when Marty called me and said "Get her out of here, this isn't working." Gotta love people who
tell it like it is, even when it's not what you want to hear. I knew she was right, but I was so sad to
think that all those generations of horses I loved so well were just gone.
So, in utter desperation, I then bred Show Tunes back to her own sire, Sandhill Spinnaker, by
natural service at our farm, and did some hormone therapy on the advice of my vet, Dr. Dean Meyer.
I would normally NEVER breed so tightly, but I wanted to be able to do it by natural service and to
supervise it on my own farm, because Show Tunes was a very sweet mare EXCEPT about breeding,
and I didn't dare send her anywhere and get someone else's stallion hurt.
By that point in his life, a squamous cell carcinoma tumor was causing Spinnaker to bleed every
time he bred anything, and blood is very spermacidal. There is absolutely no reason why this wacko
scheme should have worked. But on the second heat cycle, it DID finally work in spite of the
impossible mare and the bloody semen, and Show Tunes was pregnant with twin embryos. We
pinched one off, and the other one is Grace Notes, arguably the best producing mare that's ever
been o n this farm. No surprise there--with such a tight pedigree, she was bound to produce either
greatness or disaster every time--she has a very tight and reliable gene pool.
So that's my crazy story. I love this mare that I very nearly almost never got, and I remind myself
almost daily that I almost never got those two beautiful Afire Bey daughters either--without Grace
Notes, there would be no Afirey Grace and no Grace Slick. Typical stubborn streak--I just kept

trying, and I never blamed any of the people involved along the way who didn't succeed at getting
Show Tunes bred--you hear so many people do that--badmouth the vet, the stallion, the stallion
manager, whatever. No, everybody tried really hard to help me. It was just tougher than it needed
to be because something wasn't easy about Show Tunes, although we could never figure out just
what it was.
I'd like to think it was at least partly fate though. No other circumstances would have backed me
into such a corner to breed her back to her own sire, Sandhill Spinnaker, because I'm just not into
doing that sort of thing, even though I know some breeders are. So there you have it: this great
producing mare with a completely old fashioned, unpopular pedigree that probably no one else
would appreciate except for me, but it's really good stuff, and an absolutely AWESOME outcross
with modern day lines.

